We consider the following third order three-point boundary value problem on a half-line:
Introduction
In this paper, we develop an existence theory of unbounded solutions for third order ordinary di erential equations together with boundary conditions on a half-line x ὔὔὔ (t) + q(t)f (t, x(t) , x ὔ (t), x ὔὔ (t)) = , t ∈ ( , +∞),
where η ∈ ( , +∞), but fixed, q : ( , +∞) → ( , +∞), f : [ , +∞) × ℝ → ℝ are continuous, and A, B ∈ ℝ, C ≥ . By using the upper and lower solution method, we present easily verifiable su cient conditions for the existence of solutions of ( . ). It is well known that third order di erential equations arise in a wide variety of di erent areas of applied mathematics and physics, for example, electromagnetic waves or gravity driven flows, a three layers beam, and the deflection of a curved beam having a constant or a varying cross section [ ]. Numerous physical phenomena such as the free convection problems in boundary layer theory, and the draining or coating fluid flow problems [ , , , , ] can be reduced to third order di erential equations on an infinite interval. For more details of third order boundary value problems on infinite interval, see, for instance, [ , , , , , , -] and references therein. We also refer the reader to [ , , , , ] .
In [ ], Shi, Pei and Wang considered the following third order three-point boundary value problem on a half-line:
x ὔὔὔ (t) = f (t, x(t) , x ὔ (t), x ὔὔ (t)), t ∈ ( , +∞),
where α ̸ = and η ∈ ( , +∞), and f is an S -Carathéodory function. They provided su cient conditions for the existence and uniqueness of solutions to ( . ) by employing Schauder's continuation theorem. In [ ], Bai and Li considered the third order di erential equation on a half-line together with the boundary conditions x( ) = x ὔ ( ) = , x ὔὔ (+∞) = .
The authors presented su cient conditions which guarantee the existence of unbounded solutions to the boundary value problem by using the upper and lower solution method. Motivated and inspired by the above works and [ , , , , ] , we present existence theory of unbounded solutions for the BVP ( . ). The plan of the paper is as follows: In Section , we give some definitions and preparatory lemmas. This includes the construction of Green's function for a third order boundary value problem with nonhomogeneous three-point boundary conditions, definitions of upper and lower solutions of ( . ), and Nagumo's condition. In Section , we present two main results. In our first result we use Schauder's fixed point theorem to establish the existence of at least one unbounded solution of ( . ) which lies between the assumed pair of upper and lower solutions. In our second result we assume the existence of two pairs of upper and lower solutions and employ the degree theory to prove the existence of at least three unbounded solutions of ( . ). We demonstrate the importance of our results through two illustrative examples.
Preliminaries
In this section, we collect some necessary definitions and preparatory results which will be needed to prove the existence of solutions of ( . ). We begin with constructing Green's function for the linear boundary value problem x ὔὔὔ (t) + v(t) = , t ∈ ( , +∞),
where
Proof. Since v ∈ C[ , +∞) and ∫ ∞ v(t) dt < +∞, we can integrate ( . ) from t to +∞, and use x ὔὔ (+∞) = C, to get
Integrating the above equation on [ , t], and applying Fubini's theorem and using x ὔ ( ) = A, we obtain
Again integrating the above equation on [ , t], we find
Since x(η) = B, it follows that
Hence from ( . ), we have
which is the same as
This completes the proof of the lemma.
Lemma . . The following hold.
Proof. It is obvious from ( . ). 
Then by standard arguments, it follows that (X, ‖ ⋅ ‖) is a Banach space. In what follows, we shall need the following modified version of the Arzela-Ascoli lemma [ , ] .
Lemma . . Let M ⊂ X. Then M is relatively compact if the following conditions hold:
Similarly, a function β ∈ X ∩ C ( , +∞) is called an upper solution of ( . ) if
Also, we say α(β) is a strict lower solution (strict upper solution) for problem ( . ) if the above inequalities are strict.
then on integrating ( . ) and using the continuity of α(t) and β(t), and the fact that
Definition . . Let α, β ∈ X ∩ C ( , +∞) be a pair of lower and upper solutions of ( . ) satisfying α ὔ (t) ≤ β ὔ (t), t ∈ [ , +∞). A continuous function f : [ , +∞) × ℝ → ℝ is said to satisfy Nagumo's condition with respect to the pair of functions α, β if there exist a nonnegative function ϕ ∈ C[ , +∞) and a positive function
Main results
The following result guarantees the existence of at least one solution of problem ( . 
and there exists a constant > such that
where ϕ(t) is the function in Nagumo's condition of f , then ( . ) has at least one solution x ∈ X ∩ C ( , +∞) satisfying
here, N is a constant depending on α, β, q and ϕ.
Proof. We can choose an r such that ) and an N > r such that
We define the following auxiliary functions:
and
Now we consider the modified problem
As an application of Schauder's fixed point theorem first we will prove that ( . ) has at least one solution x. To show this, for x ∈ X, we define two operators as follows:
From the following three steps we shall conclude that T : X → X is completely continuous. ( ) T : X → X is well defined. For each x ∈ X, in view of ( . ), ( . ) and ( . ) similar to [ ] we have
which implies lim
it follows that
Thus by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, L'Hospital's rule, ( . ) and ( . ), we have
which implies lim t→+∞
Again, using the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, L'Hospital's rule, ( . ) and ( . ), we find
Now from ( . ), we have
and hence,
Consequently, it follows that Tx ∈ X. ( ) T : X → X is continuous. For any convergent sequence x n → x in X, we have
Thus the continuity of f * implies that
Therefore from the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem and ( . ) it follows that we find for η ≤ t,
and for t ≤ η,
Combining the above inequalities, we obtain
which approaches zero as n → ∞. We also have
which approaches zero as n → ∞. Finally, from ( . ) we have
which approaches zero as n → ∞. As a result, we conclude that ‖Tx n − Tx‖ → , as n → +∞; and therefore T : X → X is continuous. ( ) TX is relatively compact. For this, assume that A is any bounded subset of X; then for x ∈ A, let H = max ≤t≤‖x‖ ∞ , x∈A h(t) < +∞. Now following as above, we get
which implies that ‖Tx‖ < +∞. Thus TA is uniformly bounded. Furthermore, for any k > , for t , t ∈ [ , k], we have
(s)(H ϕ(s) + ) ds.
Thus, for any ϵ > , there exists a δ > such that
Since k is arbitrary, it follows that functions belonging to
ὔ +t } and {(TX) ὔὔ } are locally equicontinuous on [ , ∞). Now for x ∈ X, we have
which show that the functions { TX +t }, from { (TX) ὔ +t }, and from {(TX) ὔὔ } are equiconvergent at +∞. Consequently, the conditions of Lemma . hold and hence TX is relatively compact.
Therefore T : X → X is completely continuous, and Schauder's fixed point theorem guarantees that T has at least one fixed point x ∈ X, which is a solution of ( . ). Next, we shall show that this x satisfies
which in view of Remark . will imply that
For this, we shall show that x ὔ (t) ≤ β ὔ (t) for all t ∈ [ , +∞). If this is not true, then there exists a t ∈ [ , +∞) such that
Now in view of lim t→+∞ (x ὔὔ (t) − β ὔὔ (t)) ≤ , there are three cases.
Case I. If t = , then
From the boundary condition ( . ), we have the contradiction
Case II. If t ∈ ( , +∞), then we have
But then from ( . ), ( . ) and N > sup t∈[ ,+∞) |β ὔὔ (t)|, we find
Now using condition ( . ) and the definition of f respectively, we obtain for t ∈ [ , η),
and using the definition of f and condition ( . ) respectively, we obtain for t ∈ [η, +∞),
Therefore, it follows that
which is a contradiction.
Case III. If t = +∞, then
Obviously, from the boundary condition ( . ), we obtain the contradiction x ὔὔὔ (+∞) − β ὔὔὔ (+∞) ≤ . Consequently, x ὔ (t) ≤ β ὔ (t) for t ∈ [ , +∞). The proof of α ὔ (t) ≤ x ὔ (t) for t ∈ [ , +∞) is similar. Hence ( . ) holds, and consequently ( . ) follows.
Finally, we will show that |x ὔὔ (t)| < N for all t ∈ [ , +∞). Suppose there exists a t ∈ [ , +∞) such that |x ὔὔ (t )| ≥ N. Since lim t→+∞ x ὔὔ (t) = C < N, there exists a T > such that
Let t = inf{t ≤ T : |x ὔὔ (s)| < N for all s ∈ [t, +∞)}. Then |x ὔὔ (t )| = N and |x ὔὔ (t)| < N for all t > t , and there exists a t < t such that |x ὔὔ (t)| ≥ N for t ∈ [t , t ]. We need to consider two cases x ὔὔ (t ) = N and x ὔὔ (t) ≥ N for t ∈ [t , t ] or x ὔὔ (t ) = −N and x ὔὔ (t) ≤ −N for t ∈ [t , t ]. We assume that x ὔὔ (t ) = N and
which is a contradiction. The case x ὔὔ (t ) = −N and x ὔὔ (t) ≤ −N for t ∈ [t , t ] leads to a similar contradiction. Hence, |x ὔὔ (t)| < N for all t ∈ [ , +∞). Consequently, we have
and hence, x is a solution of ( . ).
Example . . Consider the third order three-point boundary value problem
Comparing ( . ) with ( . ), we have
and η = , A = , B = , C = . It is easy to check that α(t) = − t and β(t) = t are lower and upper solutions of ( . ).
Clearly, the function f is continuous and decreasing on
Thus f satisfies condition ( . ). Moreover, f satisfies Nagumo's condition with respect to α(t) = − t and β(t) = t ; that is, when
i.e., ( . ) is satisfied. Therefore, from Theorem . , the boundary problem ( . ) has at least one solution x such that
where N > exp( )( + r ), r ≥ with = .
Theorem . . Assume that there exist two strict lower and upper solutions α , β and two lower and upper solutions α , β of the BVP ( . ) satisfying
Suppose further that f : [ , +∞) × ℝ → ℝ is continuous satisfying Nagumo's condition with respect to the pair of functions α , β , and
If ( . ) and ( . ) hold, then ( . ) has at least three solutions x , x , x ∈ X ∩ C ( , +∞) satisfying
Proof. We define an auxiliary function f * same as f * in Theorem . except α and β replaced by α and β , respectively. We consider the modified problem
We want to show that ( . ) has at least three solutions. For this, we define an operator by
As for T in Theorem . we can show that T : X → X is completely continuous. Now by using degree theory, we will show that T has at least three fixed points which are solutions of ( . ). For x ∈ X, as in Theorem . , we have
Hence in view of the strict upper and lower solutions β and α , T has no solution in ∂Ω α ∪ ∂Ω β . The additivity of degree implies that
Now we show that deg(I − T , Ω α , ) = . For this, we define a completely continuous operator T : Ω → Ω by
where the function f * is the same as f * except α is replaced with α . Again as in Theorem . it is easy to show that T has a fixed point x satisfying α ὔ (t) ≤ x ὔ (t) ≤ β ὔ (t), t ∈ [ , +∞). Since the lower solution α is strict, we have x ὔ (t) ̸ = α ὔ (t), t ∈ [ , +∞). Therefore, x ∈ Ω α . Hence, it follows that
Further, we can show that T Ω ⊂ Ω. Then, we have
Since f * = f in the region Ω α , we find
Similar to the proof of ( . ), we also have
Thus from ( . ), ( . ) and ( . ), we obtain
Therefore, T has at least three fixed points x ∈ Ω β , x ∈ Ω α , x ∈ Ω \ Ω α ∪ Ω β which are solutions of problem ( . ). This completes the proof.
Here,
It is easy to check that α (t) = −t − t + , β (t) = t + t − are lower and upper solutions of ( . ) and α (t) = (t + ) − t + − ( ), β (t) = t − t + are strict lower and upper solutions of ( . ). Further, α , α , β , β ∈ X and satisfy ( . ). Clearly, f is continuous. Moreover, with respect to α (t) = −t − t + and β (t) = t + t − (that is, when ≤ t < +∞,
where ϕ(t) = t + t + , h(w) = + w, and hence
We also have 
